2009-2010
Iowa Children’s Choice Award
Nominations

Auch, M.J. -- One-Handed Catch
Birney, Betty G. -- Surprises According to Humphrey
Byars, Betsy -- The Black Tower
Clements, Andrew -- No Talking
Davies, Jacqueline -- The Lemonade War
Ferber, Brenda A. -- Julia’s Kitchen
Giff, Patricia Reilly -- Eleven
Going, K.L. -- The Liberation of Gabriel King
Gutman, Dan -- The Homework Machine
Haddix, Margaret Peterson -- Double Identity
Jacobson, Jennifer Richard -- Winnie at Her Best
Lin, Grace -- The Year of the Dog: A Novel
McGhee, Alison -- Snap: A Novel
McKissack, Patricia C. -- A Friendship for Today
Meyer, Carolyn -- Patience, Princess Catherine
Mills, Claudia -- Being Teddy Roosevelt
Selznick, Brian -- The Invention of Hugo Cabret
Straight, Susan -- The Friskative Dog
Urban, Linda -- A Crooked Kind of Perfect
White, Ruth -- Way Down Deep
Wolf, Joan M. -- Someone Named Eva
Wolfson, Jill -- What I Call Life
Young, Steve -- 15 Minutes